1. Introduction 1.1. In a recent paper G. Polya and N. Wiener(') studied the relation between the analytic character of a real periodic function and the number of the sign variations of its derivatives. The purpose of the present paper is to develop another way of attacking this problem different from that used by the authors mentioned. It leads to a new proof of Theorem 1 of the paper of Polya and Wiener and to refinements of their Theorems 2 and 3 which are in a certain sense best possible results(2).
Let/(x) be a real periodic function with period 27r for which all derivatives ßk)(x) exist. We denote by 2Nk the number of the mod 2ir distinct values of x for which a sign variation of fik)(x) takes place. In what follows we give first a new proof of Theorem 1 of Polya and Wiener. A further, more elaborate, application of our method leads to the following results which correspond to the Theorems 3 and 2, respectively, of the authors mentioned.
Theorem A. Let Nk < A/log k provided k is sufficiently large. Then f(x) is an integral function.
Theorem B. Let p > 1 and let Nk < {k/pYlp/2 provided k is sufficiently large.
Then f(x) is an integral function of order not greater than p/(p -1).
The following results are more informative.
Theorem
A'. Let for sufficiently large k where co(yfe)->+ °o. Then the conclusion of Theorem A holds.
Theorem B'. Let p>l and let p be a positive number such that ppi+llp>\.
If for sufficiently large k then the conclusion of Theorem B holds.
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(') G. Polya and N. Wiener, On the oscillation of the derivatives of a periodic function, these Transactions, vol. 52 (1942), pp. 249-256. (2) See the counterexamples given below, section 7.
(1.1.1)
The following result contains Theorem A' (therefore also Theorem A): Theorem A". Let H be a constant such that (1.1.3) H 4-log ((1/2) log 2) > 0, and let for sufficiently large k 114) N < k (l+l0gl°S k ~ H} log k \ log & / Then the function f{x) is analytic in the strip
(1-1.5) |3/(*>] < H + log ((1/2) log 2).
In various conversations
Professor Hille suggested certain analogues of these problems consideringtV-f(x) instead oifw){x) where?? is a given second order differential operator satisfying suitable conditions(3).
In the last part of the present paper we illustrate the further applicability of our method by discussing the special operator
the "characteristic functions" of which are the classical Legendre functions. Let/fx) be a function having derivatives of all orders in -l=x^4-l and let Nk = N2i denote the number of the sign variations of &lf(x) in the interval -1 <x < +1. Then we prove(4) Theorem C. If Nk^N, k sufficiently large and even, then f(x) must be a polynomial of degree less than or equal to N.
Theorem
D. If Nk satisfies the condition of Theorem A", k even, then f(x) is analytic in an ellipse with foci at -1 and 4-1 the sum of the semi-axes of which IS exp {H 4-log ((1/2) log 2)}.
These results correspond to Theorem 1 of Polya and Wiener and to Theorem A", respectively. The analogue of Theorem B can also be dealt with. f(x) = £ c-****. c-» = S"
and let 2Nk be the number of the mod 2tt distinct sign variations of fw(x). We assume that k goes to + °o through a sequence of integers such that Nk has a constant value N. Then we show that/(x) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree less than or equal to N, that is, we prove c#+m = 0, m>0.
Let X\, xi, • • -, xw denote the mod 2ir distinct sign variations of/(A:)(x), that is, the values of x for which flk)(x) changes its sign; x,=xr{k).
Let a be real and (5)
w_" = «,.
(In case iV = 0 we write u(x) = l+cosm (x-\-a).) This is a trigonometric polynomial of the fixed degree N-\-m, the sign variations of which are the same as those of f-h>(x). The coefficients u, = u,(k) are bounded as k-»°o; this can easily be showed by multiplying out the expression
Also we obtain for the highest coefficient of u{x)
(2-1-4) = (-1)^2 2JV "* exp {ix0 + two;} where the real quantity x0 = x0(k) depends on k but it is independent of a. 2.2. Let CN+m^O. The sign of
is independent of a, positive say. We determine a in such a way that the last term 
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becomes real and negative. Then
follows where the bounds 0(1) are independent of k. But this involves a contradiction for sufficiently large k.
3. Proof of Theorem A" 3.1. We start with some preliminary remarks. (a) The constant H must be positive since log ((1/2) log 2) <0. (b) Let x=a+it, a and / real, and let T denote the unique value such that (2.1.1) converges for 11\ <T and diverges for 11 \ > T (or T is the largest value such that/(x) is analytic in the strip |^| <T). We have (3.1.1) lim sup I e"|1'' = e~T.
The modifications necessary for T = 0 or T= «> are obvious. Now another form of the assertion of Theorem A" is (3.1.2) T = H 4-log ((1/2) log 2).
(c) Theorem A' is obviously a consequence of Theorem A".' 3.2. We assume (3.2.1) lim sup I c,I e"» = + », y > 0, and show that (3.2.2) y ^ H + log ((1/2) log 2).
From (3.2.1) we conclude in a well known manner(6) the existence of a sequence of integers [M] 
Now let e be an arbitrary but fixed positive number. We define a sequence of 
provided M is sufficiently large. 3.3. Let us denote again by Xi, x2, ■ • • , x2n, N = Nk, the mod 2tt distinct sign variations oi f-k)(x), x" = x"(k); here k=k(M). We write, a real (7), We obtain now instead of (3.2.3) the inequalities The representation mentioned furnishes also gMhM = 2~M so that using (6.2.10) we again conclude If the coefficients c" of the Legendre expansion (5.1.1) satisfy (3.1.1), then f(x) must be analytic in an ellipse with foci at -1 and +1 the sum of the semiaxes of which is er(12).
This establishes the proof of Theorem D.
7. Counterexamples 7.1. In this section we show that the conditions Nk < A/log k and Nk<(k/'p)llp/2 of Theorems A and B cannot be replaced by Nk = 0{k) and Nk = 0(ka), respectively, where a> 1/p. I owe the necessary counterexamples to a suggestion of Professor Polya.
7.2. The first assertion can be proved by considering the non-integral periodic function (7.2.1) /(*) = (1 -2h cos x + h2)~\ 0 < h < 1.
We see by mathematical induction that (7.2.2) fW(x) = h(x)(l -2h cos x + A2)-*-1 where tk(x) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree k. Consequently in this case Nkfs2k.
7.3. Let p>l. The integral function CO (7.3.1) f(x) = X)e~"Pcosws is(13) of order p/(p -1) and as we shall prove Nk = 0(k1/p). This furnishes, indeed, the desired counterexample by assuming a < 1 and choosing p according to the conditions \/p<\/p<a; then p/(p -1) <p/(p -1). Let k be even. We apply Jensen's theorem to the function 00 (7.3.2) /<*>(*) = (-1)4'2X «'e-"" cos nx n=l in the circle ^27r. Since we find for the number N(tt) of the roots of/w)(a;) in the circle |*| fkir 00 00 (7.3.5) 2Ar<*>X nke-"P = X) «*e-"''+2'r\ n=l . n*»l
Obviously Nk fk N(w).
In order to find a suitable bound for N(tt) let us consider the function X(p) = vke~"v of the continuous variable v, 1. It is increasing for yO0 and decreasing for v > po where (7.3.6) «» <-*(*)-(k/p)1''.
The maximum of X(*) is exp {(k/p) log (&/P) -k/p}.
The function X*(*) = vke~"P'2 assumes its maximum for Po = vl(k) = (2k/py'K Now let w be fixed, u>(2/p)llp, log o}-up/2< -(log p + l)/p. Then for A-> 00 (7.3.7) 1= X »*<r",+l,,r" = e2™i"I'|/(*)(0) |.
Further X*(v) is decreasing for v>wkllp>v£ (k) so that II = X nke-"P+2Tn = \*(ukllp) X e^""'2'*2*" (7 3 8) n>ukUP B"1 = 0(1) exp {k log w + (£/>) log * -u"k/2}.
By use of the mean value theorem we find (7.3.9) log X(v.) = log X([*0] + 1) + CP-Vr where OO is independent of k. But for large k (7 3 10) * l0g " + WP) bg * ~ ""k/2 < WP) l0g ~ ~ Chl~U"
< logX(h] + 1), hence (7 3 n) II = 0(1)1/^^(0)1,
